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A newsletter, written with joy, for the curious, adventurous,
and modern-day action-takers of the world.

Hey <<First Name>>,
The World Cup has been front and center in our house for the past 2 weeks. With
three or more televised, world-class soccer matches every day, it's occupied a big
chunk of my free time.
One of the coolest things about it to me is that soccer is something that everyone in
the world can agree on. It doesn't matter where you're from, your political
association, your religion, the shape of your eyes, the color of your skin. I can't think
of anything that is as unifying and agreed-upon globally as the sport of football
(soccer).
For the next two weeks, games will ramp up and become more dramatic, as teams
get further along in their brackets and closer to the ﬁnals on July 15.
Consider checking it out if you haven't - perhaps gain some insight into this thing that
transcends ideologies and boundaries.
Andy
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Maybe you're not into watching soccer games. But the
story about the man who is, perhaps, the greatest athlete
of the 20th Century (Pele) is simply amazing. It's a story
about rising above, grit, persistence, overcoming fear, and
following your instincts. They are great reminders for us
all, told in the context of a truly inspiring real-life story.

What I'm Learning
[Click for Podcast] Resilience is not something
we’re born with, but fortunately, it's something we
can learn. It’s a measure of how quickly we can
pull ourselves up and out of whatever emotional
hole we tumble down into. Recently, I've been
seeing just how thin-skinned I am, causing quite a
few stumbles. While seeing it is the first step
toward change, peace in my life in the
meantime comes from my ability to pull myself
back out of this hole, quickly. In other words resilience.
Kristin MacDermott has been teaching this to groups, teams, and individuals for
decades. She joins me in this podcast episode to share her wisdom and insight - and
give you ideas on how you might be able to be more resilient in your own life.

[Click for Podcast] Ronnie Teasdale (now known
as Ravi Chander) was my original unicycle
inspiration. He has been a semi-pro hockey player,
CrossFit Games regional competitor, personal
trainer, and gym owner. Yet he's had a long-term
calling for something deeper, connecting him with
the essence of his humanness.
This is a conversation during which we discuss
maximizing ourselves as humans through all sorts
https://mailchi.mp/079a05caa455/stepping-up-issue-3547649
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slacklining, breathing, and more.

Books I'm Reading
I'm still enjoying reading ﬁction, though I've
slowed down from the ferocious pace I was on
during the ﬁrst quarter of this year. I'm doing my
best to keep up with my son's summer reading this month it's two books: Seedfolks by Paul
Fleishman - a very quick read about how a
garden in an empty lot in Cleveland pulls a
community together. And Belly Up by Stuart
Gibbs, a murder-mystery about Henry the Hippo who gets murdered in Fun Jungle,
the worlds largest zoo/amusement park.

I must admit, my reading is currently stalled out in the middle of
12 Rules for Life, as it's long, heavy, and philosophic reading. In
spite of this, I think the book is fantastic, and it's lessons timeless.
Jordan Peterson is a part professor, part psychologist, part
anthropologist, and part father/husband. His lessons are both
practical and philosophic. And although the tangents he takes in
his writing can be long and meandering, he does a great job tying
them back in his main points. I'm also a big fan of the videos of
his lectures that he posts for free on his youtube channel.
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Quotes of the Month
“The quieter you become, the more you hear."
~ Rumi
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"I never saw a wild thing sorry for itself."
~ D.H. Lawrence
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Apps, Apps and more Apps!
Just when I thought I couldn't ﬁnd more great apps, I
found one called Things 3, and it's different still from
the others I've shared over the past few months.
I've tried just about every to-do app out there, and I
have had yet to land on one that I've used for more
than about 2 months. So far, this one has made it past
that two-month mark and is proving to be incredibly
powerful for keeping track of my ever-changing to-do
list. It's not cheap at $9.99 for the app, and $49.99 for
the Mac OS app (which also has a fully functional free two-week trial), but it's simple
design, clarity, intuitiveness, and ability to customize make it a great choice for me. I
recommend checking it out.

Bodyweight Workouts I'm Doing
I publish a series of follow-along bodyweight
workout videos that I call "Living Room
Workouts" (because I do them in my living
room) that are guaranteed to both get you
moving and kick your butt. The videos are a
semi-instructional and follow-along format, so if
you have trouble ﬁguring out what to do for a workout each day, you can just follow
along with me.
These workouts are great for when you're traveling, in a bind for time, or have no
equipment available and want to do something more to do than just cardio. There
are 30 videos up and counting (a new one goes up during each week of the Whole
Life Challenge). You can ﬁnd them here: www.andypetranek.com/workouts.
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Parting Thoughts

Yes - the Whole Life Challenge starts this coming Saturday, July 7th. I'd love for you
to join me. I have some very special things planned for my team during this
Challenge and I'd love for you to be a part.
My team's name is "Summertime is Showtime!". Once you sign up for the
Challenge, you'll be able to ﬁnd it and join.
I know that summer isn't necessarily the easiest time to engage in healthy living and
eating, but my intention is that it helps keep me on a better track than I'd be able to
maintain without accountability, out there on my own. If that sounds like it would help
you too, perhaps you'll join me!
In any case, hope you're off to a great start of summer and have a great month of
July!

Andy
P.S. - Thanks so much for being a subscriber. If you think of someone in your
network who might enjoy getting it, I'd greatly appreciate you forwarding it to them!

If this email was forwarded to you and you'd like to subscribe, Click Here

Want to connect with Andy?

Instagram andypetranek.com Facebook
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Want to change how you receive these emails?
You can update your preferences or unsubscribe from this list.
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